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The decay ~2 __, f< -t- .,) , which is the commc:¢lest K-meson decay, 

is strikingly s1mil.ar to 11' ~ jA + .J • A simple phae~-space estimate 
, 

gives a K-~ lifetime lees than one-tenth the fY -r lifetime, while 

the observed lifetimes are more nearly equal. In this note, we wish to 

point out that the long ~2 lifetime and the absence of Ke2 are both 

understandable in tenns of the same interaction (axial vector) as has been 
1 

invoked to explain the absence of 11 -e decay. Since this interaction 
2 

is one that suppresses the emission·of ~ electrons, it had been expected 

that ~a.diative deoays like 1r ~ e -r.,) -t "'(" might be relatively important. 

That this is not so, however, can be shown in a simple way by a generalized 

equivalence theorem. 

Since 't5 merely inverts neutrino spins, and in the final state 

neutrino spins are summed over, the decay of a scalar meson by scalar 

(vector) coupling is ~entical with the decay of a pseudoscalar meson b,y 

pseudosoalar (pseudovector) coupling. The essential .feature of derivative 

coupling is that the matrix element squared is proportional to l - v/c = 
2 

{m/M -t- m) , where v and m are the electron or muon velocity and mass, 

and M is the pion or K-meson mass. The transition rate is 

(1) 

where g ie the effective boson-lepton coupling constant. The pseudovector 

interaction for the pion decay was motivated by the small ratio 1.3 x 10-4 

that this equation gives for the pion decaying into e -t,) rather than -'i -tV 
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From Eq. (1) the ratio of K-eto K-~ decay is 

-1 -1 

~Ke2 /'f~2 
-5 

: 2.5 X 10 • 
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(2) 

When the coupling constant in Eq. (1) is adjusted to the observed lifettme, 

= (0. 70) 1ff"" -a : 1.8 x 10 sec. (3) 

No K
82 

has in fa.ot been reported, and the lifetime in Eq. (3) is in good 
. 3 

agreement with the observed value. 

The derivative coupling supresses the transition rate so long as ... ~ 

1 - v/c = 1-T (P,J/E'\1) • (p8 /E8 ) z 0 , a relation which is altered by 

photon emission. If radiative transitions were to be somewhat enhanced 

relative to nonradia.tive decays, K83 and ~3 , which appear to be a few 

percent of ~2, might be interpretable (at least in part) as radiative 

decays. That this is not the case, but rather that the radiative dec~ is 

of order o( /11 : 0.2% of the nonradiative decay follows iJmnediately from 

an equivalence theorem relating (pseudo)scalar and (pseudo)veotor interactions. 

From <~e - ~) e = me 'f e . and ~l) '/l-J = ~ r-a~ , it follows I for every 

order in e, that 

g < fe,r 1 (r;- eq¢ / '1'11) = g \lfe,l'-} <Pe- .P~.- ~)¢ / lfv) 
(me~~ my) g < Y'e t' } ¢ J "YJ~) • 

(4) 

The minus sign hoi.& when ¢ is a scalar meson wave function and the plus 

sign when ¢ is y
5 

times a pseudoecalar wave !Unction. For e = O, 

the matrix element of Eq. (4) is that for the nonra.diative decay; it terms 

are kept linear in e , the matrix elements of Eq. (4) are those of the 

• 
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radiative decay. For both the radiative and the nonradiative dec~, on 

derivative coupling, the matrix element for electron emission is mefm 
. ~ 

times the matrix element for muon emission. The ratio ot radiative and 

nonradiative decay rates of ~pin-zero mesons is the !!!! on derivative and 

4 
on direct coupling. 

5 
In all four cases (S(S), P(P), S(V), P(A)), the probability ot 

radiative decay with the e'mission of muons or electrons of momentum p in 
!•,:./} 

the energy interval dE ia 

If± m
2

- 2M&: 

M(x2- m2) 
ln M(E :t p) - m2 ~ dE • 

2 
M(E - p) - m 

It is interesting to observe that for all four couplings the spectrum 

obtained . is essentially that expected fr·om classical radiation damping. 

We would like to thankS. Gasiorowicz, C. J. Goebel, and w. K. B. 

Watson for helpful discussion. This work was supported in part by the 

u.s. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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